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Presentations were made by seven contractors and by JPL on silicon (Si) 
sheet efforts and related work. 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. reviewed progress on the Si dendritic-web 
growth contract. 
a growth system configuration that was then built and used to grow web with 
lower thermally generated stress than has any configtattion previously 
developed by empirical means. 
A set of new computer models was used successfully to define 
Mobil Tyco Solar Energy Corp.. which is conducting research on the edge- 
defined film-fed growth (EFG) method of making Si ribbon, reported that a 
significant increase in cell efficiency was demonstrated in large areas 
(50 cm2) of ribbon grown at high speed (3.5 cm/min). The best cells gave 
11.7% efficiency (AM1 and AR coated), just short of thie year's goal of 12%. 
In the Semix Inc. scmicrystalline cast Si program, a technique was 
developed to determine base resistivity and carrier lifetime in semicrystalline 
wafers. 
quantities. 
Also, 100-cm2 cells of 13.5% efficiency (AMI) were made in limited 
Kaysx Corp., which has just completed its effort on advanced Ceochralski 
Si ingot growth, reviewed achievements since contract inception. These 
included automated growth of 150 kg of 15-cm-dia ingot material per crucible, 
with after-growth yields of greater than 90% at throughputs of 1.5 kg/h. 
I 
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Cornel1 University reported on scanning transmission electron microscopy 
: structure (as compared to unprocessed 
(STEM) and microprobe investigationb of processed EFG ribbon. The following 
process-induced changes in the de? 
EFG ribbon) were noted: 
(1) Processing introduces regularly spaced, sub-boundary-iike 
dislocation arrays in the bulk (ba.e section) of the material. 
(2) Some (but not all) of the dislocation nodes in these networks act 
as nucleation centers for small (d c 100 Angstrom) precipitates. 
( 3 )  Large precipitates (d = l p m )  are formed in the bulk of the 
material. 
The chemical composition of the large precipitates was studied by non- 
dispersive X-ray analysis in a JEOL 200 CX STEM and by dispersive analysis 
(for C )  in LI JEOL 733 Superprobe. Elements identified were Ti, Fe, W, Mo, Cl, 
Ca and C. None of these elements were found in the matrix. 
the precipitates act as gettering centers for impurities. 
the C 1  bakeout of the graphite dies. 
It appears that 
Cl is traceable to 
The structural arrangement and the electrical activity of dislocations 
at or close to the central twin plane in processed material was studied by 
electron-beam induced current (EBJC) microscopy on a shallorbevel sptcimen. 
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The majority of the dislocations in the twin plane are regularly spaced and 
mostly straight arrays of dislocation of like sign, accomodating a tilt 
component. 
are effective recombi.nation centers. 
higher magnification shows that the electrical activity varies along the 
dislocation, 3ssibly due to precipitaies (TEM will be carried out after 
completion of EBIC to clarif; this point). 
carried out in order to determine the electronic energy levels associated with 
the various sections. 
Dislocation density in the twin plane is high, and the dislocations 
Inspection of straight secLions under 
Temperature-dependent EBIC is being 
JPL in-house research program results were presente? on the electrical 
and structural properties of grain boundaries in silicon, payticularly those 
concerning electrical and enhanced diffusion along the grain toundaTies. 
Temperature-dependence measurements of zero-bias conductance, a photo- 
conductivity technique, and deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) were 
developed to investigate potential barrier, carrier recombination velocity, 
and electronic states, respectively. The studies of potential barrier have 
revealed that considerable variation in the activation enxgy along grein 
boundaries often exists, presumably due to variation of local disorders; the 
activation energy usually increases with annealing temperature, and the 
potential barrier decreases with increasing light intensity. 
velocity measurements show that the velocity increases with boundary state 
density and light intensity. 
indicates a trend: 
from the edges of the band gap. 
sample to sample, a result that can be attributed to local variation of 
disorders. 
The recombination 
The preliminary result from the DLTS experiments 
the density of states generally increases with the distance 
However, the details vary consideratly from 
A grooving and staining technique, secondary iorl mass spectroscopy, and 
EBIC measurements in scanning electron microscopy were used to study enhanced 
diffusion of phosphorus at grain boundaries in polycrystalline silicon. 
results shows that the enhanced diffusion occurs only at high-order grain 
boundaries having high carrier recombination and the depth of the enhanced 
diffusion 1 i-ies drastically from bouiidary to boundary, making m y  quantitative 
measurement diffictilt unless the boundary can be characterized well. 
The 
The University of Illinois at Chicago is studying the fundamental 
mechanisms of abrasion and wear and the deformation of Si by a diamond in 
various Cluid environments. The abrasion rates ar.d depths of damage of <loo> 
and <111> p-typz Si in three fluid environments (acetone, ethanol, and water) 
were determined, srld the surface deformation mechanism was found to change 
when the fluid was varied. 
Applied Solar Energy Corp. presented results on the efficiency of solar 
cells made from EFG ribbon and Semix Inc. material. F o r  EFG material, a 
baseline process w=z applied to ribbons grown with or without COP in the 
ambient, 
better. However, the results from both groups were lower than those reported 
prev iJus 1 y , 
In general, cells made from EFG ribbon grown in C02 performed 
F o r  the Semix material, work continued on 1,igot 5848-13C. High- 
efficiency processes were applied and the results were presented. 
more severe gettering qcbedules was performed Gn identified portions of the 
A series of 
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ingot. 
a ?imiting value (which wae still below that of the control cell). 
biared d'rfusion length measurements shcwed that there was a negative light- 
biased eJfect (the minority carrier diffusi3.- lecgth decreased) that limited 
the improvement cf short-circuit current in the more severely yettered cells. 
Also, the baseline process was applied to 10 x 10-cm Sernix wafers randmly 
selected (not from a single ingot). 
It was shown that short-circuit curren, improved with getteri2g up to 
Lighr- 
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ADVANCED DENDRITIC WEB GROWTH DEVELOPlllENT 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP. 
~ 
i echnology Report Date 
Sihgle crystal i tL .  yowth 04/21/82 
--- 
Approach 
Contractor 
Silicon dendritic web growth 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Research tr Development Center 
JPL Contract 955843 
Goals 
Status 
First generation computer 
models devdoped and 
verified 
Experimental web growth 
machine completed and 
operational 
Melt-replenished steady-state 
intermediate growth rate 
Develop computer models tor web growth demonstrated at 
characterizing and understanding 
web growth of 7 c m h i n  
Develop experimental web growth 
machine for use with models 
0 Demonstrate melt-replenished 
steady-state web growth 
Demonstrate 25 cm2/minute web 
!:$!:%e 5 c a  web growth width 
Web powth rate of 
27 cm2/minute demonstrated 
under transient conditions 
Growth width To 5 cm 
demonstrated 
I 
Program Emphasis 
Deformation Is Major limitation Of Ribbon Width 
Deformation Is  Correlated To Thermally Generated 
And Throughput Rate 
Stress 
Computer Models Provide Understanding Of Web 
Growth And Thermal Requirements For Stress 
Reduction And Optimized Throughput 
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Principal Activity 
Develop Computer Yodels For Web Growth 
Develop Experimental Web Growth Machine Capable 
Of Automated, Melt-Replenished, Steady-State Growth 
Utilize Computer Models And Experimental Growth 
Machine For Development Of Advanced Web Growth 
Computer Models to Characterize Web Growth 
Compute Web Temperature Distribution Generated 
Compute Thermal Stress Generated By A Specifid 
Compute The Critical Buckling Conditions For 
By A Specified Growth Configuration 
Web Tempentun Distribution 
A Specified Thermal Stress 
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Application of Computer Models 
a ORIGINAL 
OF POOR 
Status of Computer Models 
Web Temperature kiodel Has Been Expanded To Be 
More Definative And Has Been Verified As Adequate 
For Next Generation Of increased Web Throughput 
Thermal Stress Model Is Complete And Verified 
Critical Buckling Model Is  Complete And Verified 
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Experimontal Web Growth Machine Provides Basic 
Requirements for Automated Steady-State Growth: 
Flat Temperature Profile In Growth Region Of Melt 
Controlled Constant Tampsnture 
Controlled Constant Melt level 
Controlled Constant Thickness 
Controlled Constant Width 
? 34 
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t 
Combined Use of Models and Experimental Web Growth 
Melt level Control 
Width Control Thickness Control 
I 
I Modeling And Analysis For Understanding I 
(Reduce Stress, Improve Width And Speed) 
Results of First Use of M d 4 s  
In  First Application Models Were Verified By 
Comparison With A Previously Characterized 
Growth Configuration. The Model Identified System 
limitations And Suggested Modifications Which 
Resulted In  Width Increase Of 25% (To 5 cm) 
Automated Steady-State Web Growth Achieved At 
Intermediate Rate (7 cmZ/minute) 
Use Of Models Proven As Route For Understanding 
And Improvement Of Web Growth 
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Problems and Concerns 
Present - None. Understanding And Impmvement Of 
Future - Availability Of low-Cost Polysilicon In 
Process Proceeding As Planned 
Pellet Fom 
Summary 
Computer Models Of Web Growth Completed And 
Experimental Web Growth Machine Proven In 
Web Growth Improved By Application Of Yodels 
Verified 
Automated Steady-State Growth 
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EDGE-DEFINED FILM-FED GROWTH 
MOBIL TYCO SOLAR ENERGY CORP. 
1KHNOlOoY 
LARGE AREA SILICON SHEET BY EFG 
-~ 
APPROACH 
MULTIPLE GROWTH OF 10 CM WIDE SILICON 
RIBBON AT 4 WHINUTE. 
CONTRACTOR 
M B I L  TYCO SOLAR ENERGY CORPORATION 
GOALS 
0 REDUCE STRESS AND IMPROVE FLATNESS 
OF RIBBON 6RWN AT 4 CH/HINUTE 
AND 200 UH ThICKNESS, 
0 MMNSTRATE 12X CE L EFFICIENCY ON 
LARGE AREAS (50 CH !! 1 FOR RIBBON 
GROWN I N  HIGH SPEED SYSTPI. 
MLTIPLE RIBBON FURNACE FOR GROW 
OF FOUR 10 CH UIDE RIBBONS, 
0 DESIGN, CONSTRUCT AND OPERATE NEU 
RE?ORI DAlt 
4/21/82 
~ 
$TAWS 
0 CARTRIDGE DESIGN CHANGES HAVE REDUCED 
RIBBON STRESS AND BUCKLING LEVELS FOR 
200 IJH THICK RIBBON TO LEVEL WHERE 
FABRICATION OF LARGE AREA CELLS IS 
0 LAR6E AREA (50 cn2) ELLS OF 11.7X 
(AN AND AR COATED) HAVE BEEN 
ACHIEVED FOR RIBBON GROWN I N  HI6H 
SPED SYSTM (AT 3.5 ~JHIMUTE), 
0 NEU WLTIPLE RIBBON FURNACE HAS BEEN 
BUILT AND TESTED (OPERATION HAS BEEN 
SET ASIDE W E  TO REDUCTION OF 
PllcmAN) I 
POSSIBLE, 
F:.Dgress in Stress Studies 
t INFLENCE OF CARTRIDGE COPPOMNT DESIGN ON STRESS 
A% WCKLING LEVELS IN 10 01 WIDE RI3BON IIAS BEEN 
i DL3 ; F 1 ED : 
- TEMPERATURE FIELDS I N  LINEAR COOL1116 PLATES 
OF SEVERAL DIFFERENT DESIGNS HAVE BEEN 
MO\SURED, 
- IMPROVED FLATIIESS WAS ACHIEVED I N  200 UN 
THICK RIBBON GROWN WITH A MODIFIED DESIGN 
CARTRIDGE. 
- CHANCE I N  HORIZONTAL ISOTHERR SHAPE IS 
PROBABLE CAUSE FOR REDUCED STRESS AfUl 
BUCKLING LEVELS, 
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Stress S,udies: Plans 
0 CAPABILITY IS NEEDED TO PREDICT: (11 MOVING RIBBON 
TEMPERATURE PROFILE 61VEN SYSTDl CoMpONENT TEHPERA- 
TURES AND GEOMETRY, AND ( 1 1 )  STRESS DISTRIBUTIONS 
AND BUCKLING THRESHOLDS FROM RIBBON TEHPERATURE 
FIELDS, 
0 EMPIRICAL APPROACH WILL: (XI GUIDE THEORETICAL 
STUDIES AND ESTABLISH BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR MODELING, 
AND ( 1 1 )  ARRIVE AT REDUCED STRESS GROW CONFIGURATIO!iS 
THAT ARE CORPATIBLE WITH ACCEPTABLE GRONTH CONDITIONS 
AT 4 ~ M I N ,  
IMPORTANT TO SYNTHESIZE OUT OF THIS APPROACH A S Y S I E l  
THAT WILL PRODUCE 200 IM THICK RIBBON AT 4 CH/M~N HITH 
SUFFICIENTLY LMJ STRESS AMD FLATNESS TO EET DEMANDS IN  
YIELD AREA. 
Progress in Quality Improvement 
0 SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT IN  CELL EFFICIENCY OF HIGH 
SPEED GROWN RIBBON TO l l - l Z X  HAS dEEN ACHIEVED, 
- AMBIENT CONTROL HAS PROVEN TO BE VERY IMPOR- 
TANT PARAMETER IN  OBTAINING CONSISTENT 
ELECTRONIC QUALIPI RIBBOri, 
- RIBBON EXIT GAS SEAL, W E  UNIFORM INTERFACE 
GAS CONTROL SYSTTO?S IMPLEMENTED SUCCESSFULLY, 
1 
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SPV Diftupion L t q t h  Dvta for 10 an Wid0 RilJlon Grcm with 
Stretched Cartrib i n  Lhdiine 17. milk Lblt Ibping ollls 
4 &an for A l l  Rum. 
i 
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o HIGH SPEED GDOWN RIBBON EFFiCIEHCIES AT l l -12% ARE 
STILL  BELOW BEST EFG RIBBON AVAILABLE, WITH PAR- 
TICULAR SHORTFALL I N  V,, AND FF, 
o ISSUES TO SEl?LE: 
- WHAT ARE UNDERLYING MATERIAL QUALITY DE- 
F I  C I ENC I ES? 
- CAN THIN RIBBOH, PROCESSED WITH IMPROVED 
G E l l E R I M  AND BSF SCHEMES, ACHIEVE GOALS 
ON PRESENT HATLRIAL? 
Annealing Studies 
e HIGH TEMPERATURE HEHT TREATIIENTS (800-1100°C) I N  
NITROGEN A M  OXYGEN AMBIENTS LEAD TO CONSISTENT DE6- 
RADATION OF (DARK) SW DIFFUSION LENGTHS INDEPENDENTLY 
OF GROWTH CONDITIONS, INTERSTJTIAL OXYGEN LEVEL OF 
iiIBBSN rifi2 OM OR OFF, OR QUC,R’Z i N  THE MELT), 
o PH3 TREATMENT DURING ANNEAL CAN IMPROVE DARK DIFFUSION 
LENGTH 
ENHANCEHEJT e 
APPbRS TO BE NECESSARY TO PRODUCE LIGHT 
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Status of EFG Multiple-Ribbon Program: Needs 
0 WM FURNACE FOR FOUR 10 CN WIDE RIBBOE IS OPERATIOtiAL 
YITH AUTOINTIC WIDTH CONTROL AMI I E L T  REPLENISHMT. 
WORK TO BE DONE COticERI(s: 
- ESTABLISH!& RELIABILIM, LIFRIE F9R FURME 
c0nPC:BIlS IN LON6 TERM OPERATION. 
- 1WiE)rEHTIffi MIENT CONTR’OL AT LEVEL WHICH 
ENSURES LKlALITY fo)51smcY. 
0 FUNDAMHTAl QUESTIONS REGARDING VIABILITY AM! COST- 
EFFECTIMNESS OF FURRCE I11 PRODUCTION BODE REWAIN: 
- YIELDS FOR THIN RIBBON MIST BE H16H: LOU 
STRESS, FLATNESS AT 150-200 m THICKNESS, 
4 ~ R I N  ARE ABSOLUTE NE(ECESSITY, 
- SINULTANEOUS ACHINDtEHT OF HIEN DWf RATE, 
CONSISTENT QUALITY, HIGH YIELDS WST OCCUP,, 
Problems and Concerns 
0 STRESS AND WFIATNESS IN THIN ~?OO UM) RIBBON DO mlT PEM1T 
FABRICATION OF RIBBON G M  AT HIGHEST SPEEDS (-4 CH/RIWTE) 
INTO CELLS W I T H  ACCEPTABLE YIELDS. 
0 EMINSTRATE THAT BEST CELL PERFORMRCE LEVELS OF 11-12% 
ACHIEVED i N  SIfGLE CARTRIDGE FURNACES CAN BE 0BTA:NED CON- 
SISTENTLY Il i  A WLTIPLE RIBBON FURNACE, 
e MOWSTRATE RELIABILITY OF MULTIPLE RIBBON FURNACE OPERATION 
OVER THE JONG TERN, W I T H  ACCEPTABLE WTY RATES, THROUGHPUT 
A M I  MTERIAL W L I T Y .  
SEMlX INC. 
Principal Areas Qf Research 
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Areas of Fundamental Study 
INVESTIGATION OF THE ROLE OF mmsnucrm ON THE 
P E Q F O M C E  OF SWICRYSTALLIWE SILICON, HOST NOTABLY 
THROW: 
CPAX4CTERIZlT I!M 
~~NELOWENT OF TECHNIQUES FOR THE CHARACTERIZATION OF 
SEHICRMTALLINE SILICON FOR BOTH: 
PES I S T I V I N  
cAA4IEIP LIETIE 
Crystallization 
PURPOSE : 
A?P23Xti : 3ETERilIi1ATIO); OF T M  ZLATIVE XIEdTATI I i l  OF dEICh 
W J N G  CRYSTALLITES. 
INESTIGATIX OF THE IXPACi' 3F EilC~OSTHtiiT'JRIL 
JEFECTS 3;: ELL PZJFEITIES: 
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Relative Positions of Grains in Sample 
Semicrystalline Material 
.- I - ..._ - 
I '  . .-  1 r.: 
F G d  QliAiJW 
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ORIENTATIONS OF GRAINS 1 and 2 IN SAIWLE SWICRYSTALLX MATERIAL 
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Second O r d u  Orientation Relationship of Grains 
1 and 2 ir. (111) hiin Geometry Relative to a Third 
Grain 
2 50 
Orientation Ralmtionmhip for Gr8in8 1 &d 3 of 90° 
Rotation About Nearly CoaPDn (112, -8 
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I 
(111) ?win Orientation Relationmhip of Grain. 3 urd 5 
2 5 2  
. . . .. . . . ~ ~ 
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Arc. of high 
d h l o c b  t Ion 
d e n s i t y  
Grain 1 
. 
+rain 1 
Grain 
Eoundary 
Inc lus ions  
Grain 2 
S:anninc Photoresponse Pattern of an Area of a 2cm x 2cm 
13T; A.11 E f f i c i e n t  Cell Shoving the Location of the Grain 
Boundaries and an Area of High Dis loca t ion  Iicnrity 
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' G r a i n  B 
Scanf i lnq  Pho to rcsponse  P a t t e r n  of an Area of a 
2cm. x 2cm. C e l l ,  N o .  4 7 2 6 - C 3 - 4 ,  I n c l u d i n g  t h e  L o c a t i o n  
of t h e  E l e c t r i c a l l y  I n a c t i v e  G r a i n  Boundar i e s  
Second Order Twin R e l a t i o n s h i p  of Grains A ami 2 
Oriented to  G i t e  ( 0 4 a ) ,  and (2zl2 Skew R e f l e c t i o n s  
2 5 5  
o:;z;x?*L F’frGE IS 
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Conclusions 
Iil X P  Sii*llCRYSTALLINE SILICOEI, HOST GR4Il4 ORIEi(TATI0:JS APPEAC 
TO BE CRYSTAUOGXAPHICALLY I i E I A T D  BY A JULTiPLE OWR TWI+ 
:UNG RELATI~NSHIP, a x  IOST SMIX BOUXARY mum ARE CRYSTAL- 
LOGMPH I W L Y  3ETER4I El. AS W J C  AS TK CRYSTAUOGR4PtlI LkLY 
2CTEWIINE3 B!)U;IZARIES CO:JfA?J NO CISLdU? IWS, THE BlrLIiDARIES 
SHOW ?10 iriLETERIOllS ELECTRICAL BEHAVIOR, 
BECAUSE OF THE LARGE GRlIrSIZE OF THIS H,1TEaIAL, AiIC TtiE LOh’ 
JEHSITY OF ~iOill-CRYSTALLClGfUPHIWLY ELATE3 60U:UA2IES, GRAId 
BOU43ARIES HAYE A ?IIiiIML EFFECT 0:: THE PH3T3YOLTAIC PROPERTIES 
OF SGlIC2YSTALLItlE SILIC0;i. 
M i 4 I J I Z I X  I4TER;JAL G;lilIR XFECTS THW BECOES THE KEY TO HIGH 
WAFER YCALITY, 
- 
IHE INTERNAL GRAIN ORDER IS AFFECTU) BY MAflY FACTORS INCLYD- 
ING: 
INCLUSIONS 
1,JDIVIDUAL LISLOCA. IONS 
IHPUR I T l E S  
bISLOcAT ION SUBGRAIN BOUNUR I ES 
OCCASIOiJALLY, THE U R G E  CRYSTAL WILL DEVELOP A SUBGRAIN DEFECT 
STRJCTURE, THIS STRUCTURE IS COMPRISED OF NUNEROUS SUBGRAINS 
TdAT HAVE GRAIN DIAf4ETERS ON THE ORDER OF ONE HILLIFIETER OR LESS 
AN3 APPEAR TO BE ROTATED BY ? - 7 ABOUT SPECIFIC CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC 
JIRECTIONS SUCH AS A (110) AXIS, 
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Determination of Lifetimes in Semicrystailins f : 
PURPOSE; 
DEVELOP A CONTACTLESS TECHNIQUE FOR THE HEASURERENT 
OF CARRIER LIFETIMES t N  SEMIL,?YST~LLINE MATERIAL. 
UNIQUENESS Of APPROACH: 
Variation in Measured Response vs Base 
Resistivity and Sample Thickness 
I I I 1  ' *C, , , I 
0.2 (w I 2 5 IO 
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Theoretical Model 
ASSUNPTIOUS 
High Coaducttvity Lfrlt 
Q >i DE 
Grpononti.1 Crrriar Dimtribution 
NO Diffumion of Carrrmrm 
30 Surfaca -ambination Velocity 
Curierm m a y  LxpMcntialLy w i t h  Tine 
-t/r N(t) - No e 
. 
! 
t 
L 
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Transmission-Line Model 
Carrier ~imtrikrtion 
a 
ZL . . . .  
zL Wafer t wave Guide go - ----- 
R e f l e c t i o n  Coefficient 
R ' z -  - z  
L O  
% =o 
a 
; M N ,  + No 
Ref lecrsd P0y.r 
Fn RR aCVn 
domal i tea Wodulmtia 
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Normalized Modulation Calculated vs Base 
Resistivity and Sample Thickness 
A 
0.1 
- 0 1  
.031 
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Change in Reflected Power With Time 
RRc 
0.a 
7 
0 . 6  
0 .5  
0 
0 . 5  1.0 1 . 5  2.0 2 . 5  
I 
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0.5  
0 ,  
Variation in Measured Decay Time vs Base 
Resistivity and Generated Carrier Concentration 
- - 
I I I I 
Conclusions 
T h I S  IS A RELIABLE TECH;iIPUE F03 THE C i 3 P C T E R I A T I O ; I  OF SEMI- 
CRYSTALLIJE MTERIK, THE I4OLIEL ACCUMELY PRDICTS THE 0% 
SER\U BEHAY103 ASSOCIATW R I T H  C H A I U S  I;Y BASE RESISTIVITY AID 
SilESTAiiTI.9TES THE SPIRICALLY 03SERVW BEdAVI3R FOR THE PRE3ICTIO;d 
OF U d I E 4  L I F h l I ! E S ,  
SUXACE PASSIVATIO?! IS HECESSA;iY T3 0BTAI:I CJdSISTEAT KEI PIEM- 
N F U L  W I L T S ,  
SApPli T E I C L E S S  
BASE ESISTIVITY 
ILLU;1I:\kl IJA 1:KlJSITY 
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Wafering Mechanisms 
PURPOSE: TO DETEMISE IF THE HsrlBs WERIE TECH,WLoGY IS A 
VIABLE ETHOD FOR THE ECON(llWAL PRODJCTION CF SHEET 
SILICON FOR PHOTOVOLTN CS , 
High-speed MBS Saw 
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High-speed MBS Saw: 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALIM 
-- 
rtiuh-Speed MBS Saw: Average Cutting Rates 
(Complete Runs Only) 
I 
Conhsions 
SITH THE HIGH MTERIALS COST ASSOCIATD Wlid THE !QS TECHIGLOGY 
A CUTTING M T E  OF L$/ER. IS HECESSARY, 
BASD UPON THE RESEARCH PERFOVlEC THUS FAR, I T  WOULD BE NECES- 
SARY TO SLISTAIN A C L T I N G  RATE OF 3,5 Nl(IH/MIW. 
THE CURREKT TECHllOLOCY IS NOT CAPABLE OF E E T I N C  THIS CRITERIA, 
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QRIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POL':! Q C A l l n  
ADVA.NCED CZOCHRALSKI INGOT GROWTH 
KAYEX CORP. 
ADVANCED CZOCHRALSKI 
IN60T GROWTH 
KAYEX CORWRATION 
APRIL 22, 1982 
GOALS : STATUS : 
GROWTH W 150 KG OF INHITS FROM 
ONE CRUCIBLE USING PERIODIC KELT 
REPLEN I SHHENT 
D I M E R  15 Cn 
THROUGHPUT - 2.5 KG/HR 
RECHARGE K L T I N G  RATE 25 KGAR 
AFTER-GROWTH YIELD 9OX ACHIEVEDJ 52% nOn0, BALANCE POLY 
H I  CROPROCESSOR CONTROLS PLUS CONSTRUCTED, INTERFACED 8 DENONSTRATEI 
IHPROVED SENSORS FOR : 
E L T  TEWERATURE 
DIAMETER 
MELT L M L  
ONE 150 K6 Rlltl PERFOwlED WRING 
THIS CONTRACT 
ACH 1 EVE0 
1.46 KGfiR, 150 KG RUN 
14.3 KGAR 
PROTOTYPE EQUIPHENT FOR HIGH VOLUE JPL HOD 2000 + CC6OOO 
PRODUCTION, TRANSFERABLE TO INDUSTRY 
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ADVANCED CZOCHRALSKI 
INGOT GROWTH 
KAYEX CORPORATION 
APRIL 22, 1982 
APPROACH: 
CONSTRUCT AN I13pROVED CRYSTAL 
GROWER HAVING THE P E R F M E  
REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE GOALS 
CONSTRUCT AN AUTWTED SYSTEll 
WHICH WILL OFFER RELIABLE 
PERFORMANCE LEADING TO I R R O M )  
YIELDS AND REDUCED LABOR COST 
CONDUCT PROCESS DEVELOPMENT ON 
LARGE SIZE CRYSTAL GRWH, N L T  
REPLENISMNT AND I R R O M )  
THROUGHPUT AND Y I E U S  
CONDUCT PARALLJ  ANALYTICAL PRocRAn 
TO HELP UNDERSTAND THE PROCESS 
STATUS: 
IN60T SIZE ACHIEVED, BUT W T  
THROUGHPL i' 
SYSTEM OPEQATIMAL - INSUFFIC!ENT 
DATA TO CONFlM YIELD 8 LABOR 
INGOT S IZE 6' D I A  x 37-1/2 KG 
ACH 1 EVED 
THROUGHPUT BELOW TARGET 
FURNACE GAS ANALYSES 
CRUCIBLE DEVITR I F i CAT ION STUDY 
SOLAR CELL FAB AND TEST 
RLL 4/22/82 
LARGE-AREA SILICON SHEET TASK 0RZGi;JAL PAGE 15” 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Program Plan, Revision 2 
I 
i 
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OF POOR QUALrIY 
Program Plan 
THE PROGRAN PLAN CONSISTS OF, VIRST, A CWSTRUCTION PHASE: WHICH 
WAS COMPLETED I N  THE FIRST FIVE MNTHS. 
A PARALLEL SENSOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM WAS CARRlED OUT INITIALLY ON 
A SECONC COWERCIAL NACHINE AND, SllBSEQUEHTLY, THE SENSORS WERE 
INTERFACED TO ThE JPL  FACILITY. 
FOR A PERIOD OF TIHE I N  A T E  1981, VERY LITTLE EFFORT WAS EXPENDED, 
EXCEPT FOR THE CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT OF THE GAS ANALYSIS SYSTEM. 
FOR THE LAST SEVERAL MONTHS, THE EFFORT WAS REDIRECTED THROUGH A 
TDFI TO EHPHASIZE PROCESS UNDERSTANDING RATHER THAN EXTENSIVE 
DEMNSTRATION OF 1s KG RUNS, 
THE EXPERIMMTAL WORK I S  MW COMPLETE AND THE FINAL DOCUMENTATION 
1s I N  PROCESS. 
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L.ARGE-AREA SILICON SHEET TASK OR:Z:"..r.al p 
OF QUAd,j?'y 
Solar Effidency vs Kilograms Grown 
KILOGRAMS GROWN FROn ONE CRUCIBLE 
I I I I I I I 1 I 
RUN NO. 62 
16 CONTROL SAHrLES - 
I w 
13,lX AVG, 
I I I --I 
0 10 20 30 ' 4  7 50 60 70 RCJ 90 100 
KILOQRAWS GRf'YN FROM ONE C R U C l B L E  
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ADVANCED CZGCHRALSKI 
INGOT GftOWV 
KAYEX CoRpORAfIa 
DOVJPL 955733 
- CRUCIBLE DISSOUITIOW 
- CRUCIBLE DEVITRIFICRTIOW 
- 6AS fflIEwT PURITY I FLOW 
OTHROUGHPUT .'S RELATED TO RATE 0 IRROK HOT ZOllE DESIGW 
L I H  I T I N6 FACTORS 
- HELTING RATE 
- CORKSCREWING 
- FURTHER WORK W I T H  RADIATION 
- fopauNllE PROFILIWG OF CELT 
SOR To SPEED UP STABILIZATIOII, 
SEEDIN6 AND NECKIN6 
SHIEUJIL 
- STABILIZATIOll OF E L T  TEIERATLRE - IRROVED TUIIIIG OF n r m s -  
MVAWCED CZOCHWSKI 
ENERGY DISPERSIVE X-RAY ANALYSIS OF R o s m E  DEFECTS 
ON INNER SURFACE O f  U E D  CRUCIBLE 
1. COHPOSITION AT RIH OF W E C T  
A T M I  C 
WEIGHT ATOnIC O X ! K  OXItE 
91.53 
2.52 
3.11 
1.75 
1.09 
kl&!!w eEfwiI PERCElyT EQBmA PERCEWJ 
SI 87.39 89.92 S'@2 
S 1.97 1.78 SO3 
K 2,91 2.15 K20 
CL 5.15 5.01 CL 
CA 1.58 1.14 CAO 
2. CWOSIT IOI I  OF CENTER OF DEFECT AND BULK SIOp GLASS CONTAINED m> 
DETECTABLE IRURIT IES.  
RU 4/21/82 
LARGE-AREA SILICON SHEET TASK ORlu”:SL?: p,I$s 1s 
OF PGZr‘: QirALm 
CO and H2 vs Run Time 
I N  AN ATTENPT TO UNUERSTANU THE RECHANISR O f  STRUCTURE LOSS, HE 
HAVE CONSTRUCKD A UEVICE MHIC!~ SARPLES ANU ANALYZES THE GROW 
EXHAUST 6AS FOR CARBON MNUXIDE,  HYDROCEY, AND MATER. IF  CARBON 
IS CONTARINAIIWG THE RELT, I T  M I L L  BE CONCENTRATED IN THE RESlDGAL 
MELT AND COULD L l A D  SUBSEOUEWTLY TO S l L l C O N  CARBIDE P R E C I P l l A l  ION, 
AS RORE AND RORE CRYSTALS ARE 6ROYN. 
CARBON RONOXIDE HAS BEEN FOUND IN SURPRISIN6LY H16H COYCENTRAT IONS, 
ANU IS A FUNCTION OF TERPERATURE- APPROXINAT€LY 5000 PFR ARE S E N  
UURiN6 NELTUOYN. 
LARGE-AREA SILICON SHEET TASK 
MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
lKHNoIoov 
LARGE AREA SILICON SHEET - ANALYSlS 
AWUOACH 
Optical Microscopy rnd Etching. 
Transrisri~a Electron Microscopy 
Electron bear Induced Current Microscop! 
*&A&utalysis (e - ,  ion. neutron. I mass spec). 
Cornel1 University/kierial Science 
O O A U  
Characterize structure and chemical 
composition of point. line and planar 
defects in un-processed LASS material. 
Charrcterire structure and chcaical 
composition of point, line and planar 
dsfcrts in processed LASS material. 
Evaluate crystal grou:hldcfect relation 
Evaluate procesring/defect relation. 
April 17, 1982 
STAlUS 
EFG 
tEw and STEM analysis of defects in 
processed EFG completed. Chemical make 
up of large precipitates identified. 
WEB 
R f  E B I C  o f  processed WEB completed. 
Temperature dependent EBIC being carriet 
out to determine local energy levels. 
Ruther ford backscattering c o q  le ted . 
HEW 
Optical Nicroscopy and etching completed 
EBIC co.pletcd. 
NEW ANALYTICAL TOOLS ADDED SINCE U S 1  PI 
1) JEOL 200 CX STEM with EDX 
2 )  Teaperature dependent EBIC 
5 )  Tzneral tonix Accelerator for bach- 
sc8 t ter ing anal ysi s. 
2 74 1 
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Coherent Twins 
0 60' rotation on (111) plane 
- perfect first nearest neighbor fit 
0 Periodicity of three 
- SIGMA 3 boundary 
@ Small deviations from idea1 twin 
are accoaodated by DSC dislocations 
b - (a /6 )  112 . 
These dislocations are thc analogue 
of complete dislocations in small 
angle grain boundaries. 
0 Dislocations are necessarily assosistcd 
with a step in the boundary 
- presents possibility to study e f f e c t s  
of j o g s .  
2 7 5  
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Twist Boundaries 
Network of ssrew dislocations 
m L  PAGE IS 
o? POOR QUALITY 
- 
On (111) dislocations react to form 
hexagonal networks - low angle - twin  
/ /I U,’, re la t ion. 
276 
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Fig. 6. Synunctrwal tilt bounduy with 81 = 38'57' 
dubutkna. 
and rig-- arrangement d 
I 
Fig. 7. A s  Fig. 6 but u i t h  o\crI.tppng dislwationa. thus forming double dislocation@. 
i 
FIX -(01 = 31'35' = arccos 23'27) the model 
-. Thus, 
277 
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0, AnDmr U t  W g h t  O d  &Z 
Fig. 5. Projection on (ITi.;ai a symmetrical tth boulidav with t i l t  axis [\IO]. angk of 
hlt 01 = 26.32' and median plane (110). The hrlght of the atoins above the plane 
of projection is  cxpwsed in 8 = 4. ,;2, where is the lattice cmsta.1. 
8. DKLOCA11ONS AND ?WIN BOUNDARIES 
AP h3s been rhoun in Fig. IS(c), 3 shift of the 
twin boundary involves o portid JislocJtion. -4 
rhift of one (double) atomic ploiic involves a p t i d  
od type 1, 9 shift of two ptrnta one of type I f ,  a 
shift of tht. planes. howcvrr, involwcs n Imicr 
defcct of a different k d  The possible structiirr of 
it is  showbr in Fig 19(a) for the diamiml lattice and 
in Fig 19(b) for the f.c.c. lotticc. It is no iiirlocotioq 
m-' 
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Summary 
ORIGINAL PAGE !S 
OF POOR QUALlrV 
S I O U  = 3 
o BOUNDARY PER SE NOT ELECTRICALLY ACTIVE 
o ELECTRICAL AtTIVITT CORRELATES WITH PRESENCE 
OF PARTIAL DISLOCATIONS. 
o PARTIAL DISLOCATIONS SHOW ENHANCED ACTIVITY 
COWPATIBLE WITH JOG NODEL 
o EVIDENCE FOR KINK ACTIVITY FRM CURVED PARTIUS. 
S I W  - 9 
o 111/1X5 TIIN SHARES HABIT PLANE WITH FIRST ORDER 
TWIN - FREQUENTLY MIS-IDENTIFIED AS THE LATTER. 
o ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY COMPATIBLE WITH BROKEN BOND 
MODEL. 
o ALTERNATING SECTIONS GIVE DOT-LIKE EBIC CONTRAST 
SIUILAR TO PARTIAL DISLOCATIONS IN FIRST ORDER WINS. 
SIGMA 2 7  
o CHARACTER OF BOUNDARY DEPENDS ON BOUNDARY PLANE 
VARIES OVER SHORT DISTANCES ( 0.1 i. 
o UNSYMMETRIC CBP CORRELATED TO DISSOCIATED BOUNDARIES: 
SI(;MA27 = SIGMA9 SIGMA 3 
o MICROFACETTING IN ACCORDANCE WITH HORNSTRA. 
o UNDISSOCIATED BOUNDARY ON SYMMETRIC GBP HAS STRUCTURE 
OF 5 and 7 IEMBERED RINGS SHOULD LEAD TO CAP STATES. 
2 80 
LARGE-AREA SILICON SHEET TASK 0RIGJX:L pAGZ IS 
OF POOR QUALlN 
Summary of Sigma = 27 
6 Undissociated Z S S / t S S  is symmetric. 
and locrted on second highest density 
CSL (highest llS/llS) 
# 
o Diasocirtcd 88ctiOn is un-syumetric. 
Components :Synetric SIGMA 9 112/112 
(2 ad highest after 111/115) 
o Largest facet is SIGMA 3 111/111 coherent 
twin 
o Other facet probably 111/115 
o 3 Step periodicity correlrtcd to strcking 
sequence - Hornrtrr model of rtoristic frceting. 
(Brockun). 
28 1 
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Techniques 
r- -- I 
It I 
EBIC contrast Of grain boundaries can be 
calculated by solving the 3 - D  diffusion equation 
under the following assumptions (J.Marek) 
0 e~ recombination velocity at the boundary plane 
o R #,depletion layer thickness. P 
Typical operation conditions for 10 cm Si 
d =lpm 
16pm ( 5 0  Kev) * RP 
Maximum contrast when R -1,. P 
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i ;  
i '  
I .  
After Leamy e t  a l .  
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Radius R(vrn1  
4 7 IO IS 20 
- 
- - 
.. 
- 
10 20 30 4 
Enorgy E (keW 
J . Harrk 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Radius R(pm) 
QL 
1 
/ /  
Energy 
LARGE-AREA SILIC3N 
60 
SHEET TASK 
DISTANCE 1 [pm) 
30 2C 10 10 M m &O 
a .- 
Y 1.5 
2.0 
2.s 
I 
I E= 30 krY  
30 40 
1 285 
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Web 
0 Contains one or several twin planes 
in center plane of ribbon 
I 
0 Shallow bevel  allows ERIC iwmging of 
dislocation network on these t w i n s  
0 Rotational misfit of 5seconJs o f  arc 
results in sufficienily l a r g e  spncing 
Y O  be resolved by EBIC. 
LARGE-AREA SiLtCON SHEET TASK 
Rutherford Backscattering 
1 MeV 5Ogc 
t roccsscd  W e b  Cell 
SI (1111 
Mo 
F 
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Problems 
Statistics of Results  
and Concerns 
Time and manpower restrictions confine analysis to a €eu specimen 
of a given uttrial. Thus, some c8utior rust be exercised when 
applying results r3 the populatior as a whole, especially for 
materials in which the crystal growth and processing techniques 
art continuously refined. 
... 
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GRAIN BOUNDARY INVESTIGATION 
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 
L.J. Cheng 
Participants 
11-EN CHENG 
GERRY CROTW 
TAHLR OAUD 
KATHY DUMAS 
SANDY HYLAND 
TW MaccoNNEll 
RINDCE SHIMA 
C H I N - M I I N  SHYU 
KAIE STIKA 
Objective 
TO MMLOP BETTER POLYCRYSTALLINE SILICON SOLAR CELLS 
THROUGH BEllER UNDERSTANDING Of THE BEHAVIOR OF GRAIN 
BOUNDARIES IN SILICON 
Approach 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON SAMPLES 0): 
LARGE GRAIN SILICON INGOTS 
(WACKER, SEMIX, AND HMI 
C Z  BlCRYSiAlS  WITH CONTROLUD 
LATTICE MISMATCH 
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OF POOR QUALITY 
Subjects Under Study 
0 BICRYSTM CROWIH 
ELECTRONIC TRANSPORT P t € W N A  
POTENTIAL BAfiRLR 
CARRIER R€COMf!lNATION 
TRAPPIMG STATES 
A W l C  TRANSPORT PWMMENA 
EWHANCfD DIFFUSION W IMPURITIES 
IMPURITY GEllERINC 
EFFECTS ON SOLAR CfU KRFORMANCE 
Energy-Band Diagram at Boundary Region for p-Type Si 
t F 
Q 1 d(E, uldE 
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CURRENT 
SOURCE 
KECMLEY 
225 
Experimental Arrangement for Zero- Bias 
Conductance Measurements 
/ . I \ 
I \ OLECTROMER 
KENHUY 
6008 \ I I 
\ 1 
\ 
Temperature Dependence 
1ooo/r 
291 
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OF POOR Q U A L l n  
3 5 6 7 8 9 10 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
.-.__ 
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. ..-. 
ORIGfNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALIW 
low1 PK) 
Potential Barrier 
RESU 11s: 
e CONSIDERABE VARIATION IN EA ALONG GRAIN BOUNDARIES, PRESUMABLY 
DUE TO VARIATION (w LOCAL DISORDERS 
INCREASE OF EA WIM ANNEALING TEMPERATURE, LIKELY DUE TO LOCAL 
DEFECT CHANCES AND I M P U R i X  GETERING 
DECREASE OF % WITH LIGHT INIENSITY, CAUSED BY MINORITY CARRIER 
TRAPPING 
LARGE-AREA SILICON SHEET TASK 
GATE 
INTEGRATOR 
GalnAs 
PULSE LED 
GENERATOR ' 
50-1108 PAR 164 
.\ 
U 
A B 
BOXCAR - AMRAGER 
PAR 162 
-4 l-lp 
6 KeV 
' WY)E BAND 
PRf-AMPLIF E R  
PAR ll5 
VOLTAGE 
SOURCE 
L 
- 
D I STANCE - 
c + 
x-Y 
RECORDER 
LARGE-AREA SILICON SHEET TASK ORIGIXAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Light Effects on Grain Boundary Properties 
Q 
EF 
F 
DECREASE OF Q 
0 INCREASE OF Go 
CREATION OF CARRIER 
RECOMBINATION CURRENT 
2.41 1 
NO. 59 
LIGHT ON-UGHT OFF 
X 
U 
TIME 
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OF POOR QUALIN 
UNOER ILLUMINATION 
AT THE EQUILIBRIUM) (Jmaj 'min 
AND, IN THE DARK AFTER THE LIGHT IS On, 
- .  dQ 
dt 'ma] * 
WHERE 
RECOMBINATION VELOCITY AT ME GRAIN BOUNDARY 
'min 
e no 
s * -  
Electrical Properties of Grain Boundaries 
Q I* 5 
(e  %I (/InZ) ( d S )  Sample (:I) G, No. (mho/In2 1 
51 0.55 5 . 9 8 ~ 1 0 ~  0.12 5 . 6 6 ~ 1 0 ' ~  0.661 2.5 
1 6.4 
59 0.10 2 .45x103 0.02 2 . 2 2 ~ 1 0 ' ~  1 0.88 
1.81 1.09 
*I Light IfQenrity thich3creates an tQUl l lbf iLn minrlrlty carrier density o f  
1 .08~10 electrons/m I n  the bulk o f  the sample. 
. -- 
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Recombination Velocity 
RESULTS: 
DEVELOPED A TECHNIQUE USING PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY IN 
CONJUNCTION WITH $BO (D) AND Q(DI MEASUREMEYTS FOk 
THE MEASUREMENT OF MIK3RIlY CARRIER RECOllllBlMATlON 
VELOCITY AT THE GRAIN BOUNDARY 
0 OBSERVED INCREASES OF S WITH BOUNDARY STATE 
DENSITY AND LIGHT INENSITY 
Experimental Arrangement for DLTS Measurements 
PULSE GENERATOR 
AND 
BIAS SUPPLY 
DS-11OD 
I 
I I I 
BOXCAR AVERAGEd 
(PAR 162) w ITH 
GATE INTEGRATORS 
(PAR 165) 
CAPAClTANCE 
BOONTON 7280 
METER 7 ELECTRONIC - 
1 M H Z  GATE 
I 
\ VARlABLE 
CRYOSTAT 
1 TEMPERATURE 
\ I 
RECORDER 
TEMPERATURE 
MEASUREMENT 
AND 
CONTROL 
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OF POOR QUALtTb' Pulse Width Dependence 
L5, , J 
G.22 0.32 0.41 
LEVEL LOCAT ION ABOVE E, 
Distribution of the Density of States 
"I I I I I 
- LLz3 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
LOCATION (eV ABOVE E,) 
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Electronic States 
RESULTS: 
DEMONSTRAlED THE APPLICATION Of: DEEP ?EEL TRANSIENT SPECTROSCOPY 
(DLTS) IN THE STUDY OF ELECTRONIC STATES AT G R A I N  BOUNDARIES OF 
S l L l  CON 
OBSERVED A TREND THAT THE DENSITY OF GRAIN BOUNDARY STATES I S  
GENERALLY INCREASING WITH THE DISTANCE FROM THE EDGES OF THE BAND 
GAP. HOWEVER, THE DETAILS VARY CONSIDERABLY FROM SAMPLE TO 
SAMPtE WHICH C:,N BE A l l R I B U T f D  TO LOCAL VARIATION OF DISORDERS 
Cross Section of Phosphwus- Diffused Polycrystalline Silicon 
f " '  
Cross Section of Grooved Sample at Grain Boundary 
I[.. r -- 



10 I 2 t  
L*. .-. 
OF POOR QUALITV 
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Depth of Diffused Regions at Grain Boundaries 
WACKER C85ooc, 30 mln3 
TOTAL NO. (w GBs 91 
GBs WITH ENHANCED 48 
DIFFUS10N 
4 
2t 
0 L 
0 
7 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
DEPTH !microns) 
Enhanced Diffusion of Phosphorus 
R ESU I T S :  
* THE GROOVING AND STAINING E C H N I Q l l C  IS A SUITABLE METHOO FOR THE 
OBSERVATION OF ENHANCED DIFFUSION OF PHOSPHOROUS AT GRAIN 
BOUNDARIES IN SIL ICON 
0 THE ENHANCED DIFFUSION OCCURS ONLY AT ' H I C H - O R M R " G R A l N  
BOUNDARIES, GENERALLY ASSOCIATED WITH H I G H  CARRIER 
R E C W  R 1 NATl  ON 
0 T t E  DEPTH OF THE ENHANCED DIFFUSION VARIES DRASTICALLY FROM 
RWNDAiIY TO BOUNDARY, WHICH MAKES THE QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT 
O V 1 C U I . T  UNLESS THE GRAIN BOUNDARY I S  INELL CHARACTERIZED 
303 
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Present Activities and Plans 
OENSITY OF STATES, RECOMBINATION VELOCITY, AND BARRIER MIGHT 
AS FUNCTIONS OF LAITICE MISMATCH AND PROCESS PARAMETERS 
(INCLUDING PASSIVATION) 
0 QUANTITATIM STUDIES ONENHANCED DIFFUSION W PHoSpHoRouS 
I 
i 
1 
IMPURITY BEHAVIOR k g . ,  CARBON, AND OXYGENI 
! 
I - . 
..-. ~ , . . __  
ORIG1NAL PAGE 1s 
OF POOR QUALITY LARGE-AREA SILICON SHEET TASK 
STUDY OF ABRASIVE-WEAR RATE OF SILICON 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO 
J. Clark 
D.S. Lim 
S. Danyluk 
T K W O l O O Y  
k t e r i a l s  R o p r t i e s  Ibdif icat im 
A?PROAO( 
An experimental program is c u r i d  out to  
study the fuad..aatal mchaniru of abrasion 
md w e a r ,  .ad deformation of silicon by a siwle 
crystal divond in  various fluid environments. 
CONTRACIOI 
Ihiveraity df Illnoia at chic- 
OOIU 
Develop a mdol forsurface+xh.nical property 
mdificatioa of silicon under the inflwnces of 
fluid m v i m t s  
RBORT DATE 
April 22, 1982 . 
STAIUS 
The abrasion rate .ad depth of damngo of (100) 
.ad (111) p-type silicon in thm fluid envirm- 
wnts has been doteminod. The surface deforma- 
tion mechanism w a s  f a d  t o  change when the fluid 
was v u i d .  
The d i d  (00mt17 affects t h e w a r r a t e .  
There appears t o  be a correlation batweem the 
wear ra te  and the dielectric constant of the 
fluid. The b r i t t l e  lateral crack mdel does 
not appear t o  describe the YOU rates masurd. 
Introduction 
Optical and scanning electron microscopy are used to determine the 
wear rate and deformation rechanism of diamond abrading (100) and (111) Cz 
silicon in water, ethanol and acetone. A multi-scratch experiment is used 
to determine the effrcts of normal force on :he abrading diamond and fluid 
on the abrasion rate and depth of damage. These results are compared with 
a lateral crack model of abrasion of brittle materials. 
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Variables- 
Fluid, Temperature, Voltage, Photo-Irradiation, Norrr;a! 
Force (F ), Orientation, Abrasion Speed. N 
Data 
Groove depth vs. variables, SEM of groove surface, depth 
of damage. 
Analysis 
Stress analysis, depth of damage, lateral crack model. 
Summary of Results 
1. Wear rate varies by -100% (acetone; ethanol; water). 
2. Depth of damage larger for wator than ethanol. 
3. (100) and (111) wear rates ?re different. 
4. Dielectric constant of the fluid related to the 
silicon hardness. 
Lateral crack model describes wear rate when FN 2 60 g. 5. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY LARGE-AREA SILICON SHEET TASK 
Changes in Surface Hardness of Silicon 
Reference 
Kuc zynski 
and 
Hochman 
Ablova 
Westbrook 
and 
G i  lman 
Yost 
and 
Williams 
Cuthrell  
This work 
Effect 
Photon 
i r r a d i a t i o n  
H20 adsorption 
Potent ia l  between 
indenter  and 
c r y s t a l  
NaCl and Na4P207 
CC14 and H20 
adsorption 
H20, ethanol ,  
acetone adsorption 
Percent Softening 
708 sof tening 
Softening 
60% softening 
50-809 softening 
depending on 
concentration 
Not determined 
Up t o  70% soften-  
ing dependent on 
type of f l u i d  and 
FN 
Coslments 
In t ens i ty  and sur face  
preparat ion important; 
mic rohar dne s s test 
Surface preparat ion 
and impurity content 
important; microhard- 
ness test 
D i  sappeared a t  e 1 evate d 
temperatures; micro- 
hardness test 
Ze t a-potent i a1 
measurements of 
crushed s i l i c o n  
Adsorption changed 
mode of  d r i l l i n g  
Pyramid diamond 
scra tch  test 
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LARGE-AREA SILICON SHEET TASK ORlGlNAL PAGE fS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
c 1. P 0 0 300 
2 
1 2 0 0  
I O 0  
I 1 1 A . * I 1 
0 2 4 6 8 K) I2 I4 I6 le 20 22 24 
DEPTH INCM K IOo6 
DISTANCE FROM A X I S  u h )  
The spatial dependence of the residual tensile stress along a plane through 
the intersection of the plastic zone with the penetration axis: the 
stresses were estfmated from an analytic elastic/plastic solution for  a 
spherical cavity and an elastic solution for a half space. 
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CRACK PLASTIC ZONE 
\ ' /  
AREA 
(em' a 250) 
00 
W 
IO 
4 8 I 1  I 0  eo 84 I 8  80 
TIM€ (mid 
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LARGE-AREA SILICON SHEET TASK 
aao 
ORIGINAL PAGE 
OF POOR QUALlW 
i 
\ 
LARGE-AREA SILICON SHEET TASK 
Depth of Damage From Single Scratch Abrasion on Silicon 
1 I I I I 
It0 H O  100 l@O *o eo 00 1 0 0  
NORMAl fORCE (grmd 
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LARGE-AREA SILICON SHEET TASK 
ORIGiiIAL PAGE Is 
OF POOR QUALITY 
I 
4 
/ 
r 
/ 
9 
Q 
Problems and Concerns 
f i e  d i m  goomtry ChMgOS &sing tht abrasion experiments due to microcracking 8t the d i d  
surface. 
The d i m  vibration ust  be stabilized. 
The t-rature at point of contact oetreen the d i m  md the s i l i con  1s unknam. 
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LARGE-AREA SILICON SHEET TASK 
SOLAR CELL FABRlGATlON AN0 ANALYSIS 
APPLIED SdLAR ENERGY ZORP. 
fLCHNOlOOt 
W A R  CFLL FARRICATIW 1 AWALYSIS 
APPROACH 
1 .  
3 i. 
3 .  
10 CH WIDE IrlATERIA;. GROWN YITi! OR WITHOUT C32. 
UCP iSE?!lX) 
HIGH EFFICIENCY PROCESS ON RATERIAL FROFI INGOT 5464-iX. 
PWRE SEVERE GETTERING ON HATERIAL FROM INCOT 546443C 
!O CM X 10 CM CELLS CW MATERIAL FRon R A N M  SOURCES. 
HEM (CRYSTAL SYSTEfl) 
FWAE SEVERE GETTERING ON NATCRIAL FROM INGOTS 4llrl f  AND 
0148. 
LARGE-AREA SILICON SHEET TASK 
Summary of Solar Cells Made From EFG 17-200 Series 
- - ---- - - -- -_-I-- 
UT (f) , .  (f) 
AVE. 495 22.5 71 7.9 
S.D.  +lo +,! 5 9 t.7 
(4 CELLS) RAN6E 1 480-m 20.2-23.6 65-73 1 7.1-8.6 
Ai€. : 215 23.0 76 9.0 
17-200-1 I3 S.D. t7 *,I .2 +1 t . 5  
RAN€ 510-90 22.1-23.8 8.6-9.3 
AVE. 529 24.2 ?4 1 9.4 1 17-200- ID S.D. t 5  *_,2 23 2.4 
( 3  CELLS) RANG€ 52b-m 24.0-29.3 70-76 9.0-9.7 
AVE, 1 505 22.6 73 8.3  
AM. 499 21 .o 7 3 1  7.7 
S.D. 21 2.3 I ti *_. 3 
I 75-77 (2 CELLS) 
I 
b 
17-202- 1 c S.D. 21 7 21 1 t.9 t1.6 1 (4 CELLS) RAN6E 486-516 20.8-24.2 72-74 I 7.4-9.2 
1 
RANGE ~ ~ L ) - M o  2O.8-21.? i 72-74 I 7.5-7.3 
KVT 1 487 19.8 1 7 1  ' 6.9 
S.D. *,? +_I .4 I 2.2 
I 
i 
I 
(2 CELLS) WGE 482-492 18.8-20.8 1 6a-74 i 6.7-7.0 
A i 
CCWLATIVE AVE OF 
508 [ 22.4 I 73 8.4 
I I 
P8 i ' 12.6 I 
k2 CONTROL ' S.D. +.? 
1 (4 CELLS\ I RANGE 1 580-584 i 27.4-28.3 I 77-7s 1 12.3-12.9 
L 1 1 1 I I 
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LARGE-ARE4 SILICON SHEET TASK CRIGINX PAS? 
OF P O W  QutlLlTY 
Summary of Solar Cells Made From 1 7-1 75 Series 
AVE 585 28.2 75 12.4 
U CONTROL S.D. t 2  +-. 6 23 t.4 
(4 CELLS) RANGE 582-586 27.5-28.9 71-78 12.0-12 I 7 
:7-175-1A-2 
17- 175- 1A-6 
3F 'C% O f f "  CEUS 
(12 CELLS) 
Distribution of J, on EFG Ribbon 17-1 75-1 E-52 
UCP Ingot No. 5848-13C 
2/3 
mnlm 
-4. n 4' It 4.5. 
THE CELL'S I AND THElR EUlIMS TOITHE ORlENTATlOCl OF 
THE QUARTER IWT ARE MRKED 
31 7 
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ORIGINAL PAGE is 
OF POOR QUALITY LARGE-AREA SILICON SHEET TASK 
Average Efficiency of Different Layers of Ingot 5840-1 3C 
f?' 
11 
10 
8 
6 
I 
1 
X 
0 
::t ... 
x 
6 
B 
213 miim amrm 1oT 113 
Summaw of SJ, BSF and MLAR Cells From UCP Ingot 5848-13C 
A.V. 
u). 
RANGE 
A.V. 
s9. 
~ W E  
Voc (mv) 
MI 
6 
S S S 7 0  
A3 
I 
mm 
a 7  76 
Q1 b 
27.C29.4 -79 
1 2 2  
0 1  
9.9-13.1 
15.1 
0.2 
I U l S 3  
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I 
8 7 9 C  1 Hr. 113 
I j 213 
ORiGiPiX is 
OF POOR QUAlirY LARGE-AREA SILICON SHEET TASK 
I I 
I 2s 5 I 25 2 
26.3 i 24.4 I 
I 
Average J, of Different Layers, Ingot 5848-1 8C 
X 
0 
X 
0 
8 
B.L. Am.: 
! 
Summary of J, From Cells From More Severe 
Gettering Tests (UCP Ingot No. 5848-1 3C) 
I T -1- I - I
Gettering Treatment 2 Is* of The Cell ! 
2 !  
covered with si0 Ave. 3sc (mA/cm ) 
24.6 24.7 1 
N.3 I 24.8 ! 
9 S 0 C  I Hr. 
, I 
I 
24.8 
25.9 I 1 
27.0 
26.3 
I 
~ 
*Jr of the c4l cnerod with CVD S O 2  durmg getteriq Qffuion. 
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Results of Light-Bias Minority Carrier 
Diffusion Length Study on Getter 
I 
L (Am) CELLS LD1 L 
fBASELItIE 1 2-1 i 11 I 16 I 17 
18.75% 112 H t  
GETTERING 
87s0c 1 HR 
9 d C  1 HR 
GETlERING 
G E l l E R I N G  
I 1 r - 1  1 1 
I 
2-4 29 44 60 30 
2-8' 29 40 
2-13 i 159 65 72 140 
2-9' I loo 60 
2-12 182 89 72 167 
2-15' 107 49 
I AVE. 
I S.9. RANGE 
CELLS ERE COVERED W I T H  SlOz DURING GEllERING DIFFUSION. 
I 553 26.9 ' I 72 10,8 I 
6 .9  1 ,5 
546-558 25.2-27 I 6 72-74 I 10.0-11.3 
I 
Summary of Results From 10 x 10 UCP Cells 
From Random Sources 
AREA = 98 UI? NO. OF CELLS = 6 
Comparison of J From HEM Cells Gettered for 1 h at 105OOC 
With HEdbaseline Cell From Corresponding Area 
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